BEI.secure

Business Efficient IT
Where IT resources People, Process,
and Technology - are
more fully utilized with
Xigent’s methodology
to deliver greater
outcomes while
minimizing IT cost
and inefficiency.

While most cyber-breaches that make the headlines are inflicted on large, national companies, the
smaller breaches of local companies are actually far greater in number. 62% of cyber-breach victims
are small to mid-sized businesses, which are at the greatest risk for an attack. Their level of
preparation is low, and the costs of customer notification alone can be enough to do a small
company irreparable financial harm. Source: Travelers Insurance, NYC

THE SECURITY ASSESSMENT MYTH

IT and business professionals have all heard that getting a security assessment will improve their
business’s security posture. The reality is that the vulnerabilities uncovered through most
assessments never get addressed because many businesses struggle to find the resources (time,
expertise, staff) to build and execute a remediation plan. In effect, that costly assessment
becomes shelfware, never delivering promised improvements.

WHAT IS BEI.secure?

Xigent Solutions developed BEI.secure to help businesses build and execute an actionable
security strategy using the FISA Assessment results as baseline metrics for improvement. Our
security experts will guide you through a review of your FISAscore to understand the vulnerablilites
your business faces. Additionally we will evaluate your current security governance to ensure that
it aligns with your compliance requirments and business objectives.
With BEI.secure we will
• Build the action plan to remediate security vulnerabilities
• Manage the plan to ensure activities move forward
• Perform security reassessments and updates
• Lead quarterly reviews to track overall progress toward project goals

Contact Us Today:
Minnesota Office
763-398-6869
17200 Medina Road
Suite 800
Plymouth MN, 55447
xigentsolutions.com
South Dakota Office
605-332-5997
2200 West 46th Street
Sioux Falls, SD 57105
xigentsolutions.com

All of these activities are designed to make sure that your FISAscore doesn’t just become an a
number but instead delivers tangible improvements in security and minimizes risk exposure for
your business.

WHAT IS FISA?

FISA is a proprietary assessment tool encompassing the ISO, IEC, COBITS, CCS, CSC, NERC and
the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. These combined standards create a new baseline to measure
information Security best practices and remove the subjectivity common among many industry
assessments.

WHY CHOOSE XIGENT SOLUTIONS?
Our purpose is to improve every client’s IT and business outcomes by putting them on the path
to Business Efficient IT (BEI). Because every organization has unique requirements their BEI will
look different but for Xigent Solutions it always means a sustained focus and commitment to
improvement and approaching each customer engagement as a long-term relationship, not merely
a transaction. We believe that the strongest, longest-lasting business relationships are built on a
foundation of trust, transparency, accountability, and continuous improvement.

